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Answer any FIVE of the following questions. All parts of a question must be answered sequentially. Figures in the
right margin indicate full marks.

1. (a)
(b)
(c)

2. (a)
(b)

Show that "MR (Marginal Revenue) is two times steeper than AR (Average Revenue)".
"Monopolists do not have any supply curve" Do you agree with this statement? Why or why not?
"Profit maximizing pricing decision of a monopolist would be made in the elastic range of demand
curve" -Proves the statement.

02
04
04

Explain the long run equilibrium of the monopolist'S'.
SAMSUNG is the sole distributor of LED monitor. Two different locations have the following
demand functions for monitor.
Demand in location 1 : PI = 100-2QI
Demand in location 2:' P2= 90-5Q2
Cost function C =100 +2Q (Q=QI+Q2)
Show that the market in which elasticity is higher, price is lower.

as
as

3 (a) Define monopolistic competition. What are the distinguishing features of monopolistic competition? 04
(b) Describe Chamberlin's concept of excess capacity. What, according to him, is responsible for the 06

emergence of excess capacity under monopolistic competition?

4.

S. (a)
(b)

G. (a)

~ (b)

Explain the equilibrium with entry and price competition under monopolistic competition. 10

What is Oligopoly? Distinguish between collusive oligopoly and non-collusive oligopoly.
Suppose there are two firms in an oligopoly market. Prove that if each firm produces 113of the total
productions then total unproduced amount is also 113of the total production.

04
06

What is kinked demand curve? How does the kinked demand curve hypothesis explain price stability as
under oligopoly?
Explain how a cartel determines price artd output of a product to maximize joint profits. as

107. Write short notes on the following: (Any two)
(i) Dead-Weight Loss;
(ii) Slack Jberg Model; and
(iii) Price Leadership.


